Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)

Country: Grande-Bretagne
Language: anglais
Gender: masculin
Birth: 1863
Death: 1962
Note: Médecin et physicien
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0000 8279 2961
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Occupations

Auteur du texte

→ Eaux minérales et stations climatériques de l'Europe, traitement des maladies chroniques par les eaux minérales et les climats ["The mineral waters and health resorts of Europe"...], par les Drs H. Weber et F. Parkes Weber... Traduit avec notes sur la 2e édition anglaise par A. Doyon,... P. Spillmann,...
Material description: In-8° , VIII-575 p.
Edition: Paris : G. Steinheil , 1899
Auteur du texte: Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)
Traducteur: Adrien Doyon (1827-1907), Paul Spillmann (1844-1914)
Link: catalogue , Visualize the document in Gallica
Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k6149209r

→ Additional remarks on a portrait medal of Paracelsus dated 1541, by F. P. Weber,...
Material description: In-8° , 7 p., portr.
Note: Note : Reprinted from "The Numismatic chronicle", vol. XV, 3rd series, 1895
Edition: London , 1895
Auteur du texte: Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)
Link: catalogue
→ Aspects of death and their effects on the living, as illustrated by minor works of art, especially medals, engraved gems, jewels, etc., by F. Parkes Weber,...
Material description: In-8°, VIII-160 p., fig., portr., cartonnage ill. et catalogue de l'éditeur
Auteur du texte: Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)
Link: catalogue

→ Attribution of medals of Priam, Augustus and Alexander the Great to a medallist of pope Paul III., possibly Alessandro Cesati, by F. Parkes Weber,...
Material description: In-8°, 4 p., fig.
Note: Reprinted from "The Numismatic chronicle", vol. XVII, 3rd series, 1897
Edition: London, 1897
Auteur du texte: Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)
Link: catalogue

→ A Case of acute Ménière's symptoms in spleno-medullary leucocythaemia, with special reference to the anatomical changes found in acute leucocythaemic affections of the ear, by F. Parkes Weber,... including a pathological report on the present case, by Richard Lake,...
Material description: In-8°, 24 p., pl. en noir et en coul.
Note: Reprinted from "The Medico-chirurgical transactions", vol. 83, 1900
Edition: London : the Royal medical and chirurgical Society, 1900
Auteur du texte: Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962)
Link: catalogue
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Link to the main catalogue
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Sources
Documents by this author: Aspects of death and their effects on the living, as illustrated by minor works of art, especially medals, engraved gems, jewels / by F. Parkes Weber, 1910
The Spas and mineral waters of Europe with notes on balneo-therapeutic management in various diseases and morbid conditions / by Hermann Weber, and F. Parkes Weber, 1896
Ouvrages de reference: The Medical Who's Who 1914
Notable Personalities: an Illustrated Who's Who of Professional and Business Men and Women, 1926
Catalogues de la BnF: BN Cat. gén. : Weber (F. Parkes), Weber. (F.P.)